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by David Ashworth

INTRODUCTION

‘It was 20 years ago today…’ sang the Beatles on the opening track of their album Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts 

Club Band. And it is now actually 50 years ago that they first sang these words.

So it’s a good time to take a closer look at this extraordinary collection of songs, and figure out how we can 

use ideas from them in the classroom. All the songs have musical features of interest, and we draw freely from 

across the range, with special attention being given to the three songs featured on the refreshed AQA GCSE 

course:

 � ‘With a Little Help from My Friends’

 � ‘Within You Without You’

 � ‘Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds’

We’ll go beyond mere analysis of the songs, however, by providing a range of suggestions for practical 

activities – working with the musical ideas, and playing the songs. The intention is that this will help give 

students a deeper understanding and appreciation of the music on the album.

The aims of this resource are:

1. To perform, listen to, review and evaluate the music from one of the key popular music recordings of the 

20th century.

2. For students to create and compose music on their own and with others, using conventional instruments 

and music technology applications.

3. To explore and understand how this music was created, through a consideration of its key musical features.

‘WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM MY FRIENDS’

Chord progressions

This song is particularly interesting because it makes use of two scales. The verse is straightforwardly in E 

major:

E B |F#m  |F#m B |E  |

E B |F#m  |F#m B |E  |

The chorus, however, moves to the Mixolydian mode:

D A |E  |D A |E  |

D A |E  |B  |B  |

In the bridge, we have a hint of a modulation to B major in the first two bars, which is not fully realised as the 

progression continues with two ‘Mixolydian’ bars:

Cm  |F#  |E D |A  |

Cm  |F#  |E D |A  |

Of course, it’s unlikely that the Beatles were thinking this way as they were stringing their chords together. They 

were working more intuitively and experimenting with chords that sound good together.

Finally, let’s consider the introduction and the ending, which are also quite unusual. The introduction is 

ambiguous. It can also be perceived as an interlude between the opening title track and this one, and its 

http://www.teachingmusic.org.uk
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chord progression goes as follows:

C  |D  |E  |

It’s only when we hear the ending of the song –

D  |A  |C  |D  |E  |

– that we realise that it is indeed the same as the introduction.

ACTIVITY

Set up a songwriting activity where students are asked to write a verse using diatonic chords from a major key 

and, by way of contrast, a chorus using the corresponding Mixolydian mode. In the key of D major, for example, 

they would be using some of these chords:

D Em F#m G A Bm

And in the chorus, a C major chord would be added to the mix. Point out that the major chords often follow a 

cycle of 5ths-type progression, using some or all of this sequence of chords:

C – G – D – A

The bassline

Instrumentally, Sgt. Pepper is all about the bass. There are no substantial guitar solos, and keyboards and 

other instruments are used largely to provide textural layers and exotic timbres. So in ‘With a Little Help from My 

Friends’, although the guitars and keyboards are consigned to playing simple but effective chugging crotchet 

block-chord patterns, the bass is busy.

Here’s a transcription of the bass part for the first verse. Notice how the bass guitar follows the roots of the 

chords in the main, playing one note per chord, thus reinforcing the other instruments in playing a very basic 

accompaniment pattern. However, Paul McCartney also adds a little fill at the end of each phrase (shown in 

red) – a role normally reserved for a guitar or keyboard player. The bass part is also made more prominent by 

playing in a higher register and having it well up in the recording mix.

ACTIVITY

Extend the chord progressions activity above by having students construct basslines that follow this model: 

simple, diatonic basslines following the roots of chords – with some devised fills at the ends of phrases. Listen 

also to ‘Fixing a Hole’ for another example of an interesting bassline.
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Vocal harmonies and backing vocals

Backing vocals and harmonies are added gradually throughout ‘With a Little Help from My Friends’:

 � Verse 1: harmony on last line only

 � Chorus 1: all lines harmonised

 � Verse 2: call and response, backing vocals taking the responses

 � Bridge: calls are harmonised

 � Verse 3: calls are harmonised

The vocal harmonies are simple enough – a straightforward harmonising of the main vocal melody in 3rds. 

However, the ending is interesting. While the lead singer Ringo holds a high E on the word ‘friends’, the others 

sing the following:

This is an idea that was cheekily lifted wholesale by Oasis, many years later, for the ending of their hit song 

‘She’s Electric’.

ACTIVITY

When students have written a song, ask them to think carefully about how they add backing vocals and 

harmonies so that there is some variation – in other words, so that the various verses and choruses are treated 

differently each time.

An effective device, used by many songwriters, is only to partially harmonise a phrase or section. So in verse 

2, only the words shown in bold are harmonised.

‘Oh I get by with a little help from my friends

Mm I get high with a little help from my friends

Mm gonna try with a little help from my friends’
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‘LUCY IN THE SKY WITH DIAMONDS’

The opening to this track, played on a keyboard celeste setting, would make an excellent listening and 

transcribing exercise:

Subsequent discussion should draw attention to the repeated A and E notes in the first three bars (inverted in 

the second bar) and the chromatic descent on the first beats of bars 2 to 4. The other feature that makes this 

introduction so distinctive is the unconventional choice of timbre – the celeste sound. When discussing and 

analysing music from this period, it is important to draw attention to the sounds and textures – they are often 

just as important as the notes, rhythms and harmonies.

The verse

The verse continues with this chromatic descending idea on the bass guitar against a repetitive, ostinato-like 

vocal melody part:

Note the unusual phrase lengths. The four vocal lines all sit within a four-bar span, but the accompaniment 

provides some breathing space by using an unusual 4/5/4/6-bar structure – as indicated in the above example 

by the rehearsal letters A, B, C and D.

Again, this would make a good listening exercise: ask students to determine the phrase lengths. Unconventional 

phrase lengths such as these abound in folk and pop music, and they are often for reasons of expediency 

rather than an attempt to be clever. They allow the singer to take a breather after a protracted vocal line. Listen 

to various recordings of Bob Dylan’s ‘Mr Tambourine Man’ for an example of this device at work.

The bridge
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In this section, the bass plays it ‘by the book’ – alternating roots and 5ths of chords, one up and down arpeggio, 

and a stepwise descent to the final chord on D. Again, this would make a good listening or transcribing 

exercise for students. The fact that the bass keeps to the chords and follows the simple crotchet rhythm of the 

melody make this straightforward.

The melody is interesting. By repeating the same note over and over, the music generates an otherworldly, 

dream-like, hallucinogenic quality that the song sets out to convey. Notice also how the vocal recording has 

been electronically processed to give it a more ethereal quality.

Some interesting passing harmonies are created along the way – a 9th chord on C, and a 13th chord on F. The 

final bar is in 4/4 time, preparing the way for the chorus with some none too subtle but nevertheless distinctive 

beats on the snare.

The chorus

This contrasts well with the rest of the song by providing a noisier, more straight-ahead rock feel. A seemingly 

conventional romp in G major, it is nevertheless unusual in having a seven-bar phrase structure:

G C |D  |G C |D |

G C |D  |A  |

The final A chord paves the way for a smooth return to the tonality of the next verse.

The vocals

Ask students to listen carefully to the quality of the vocal sound. Explain that this is achieved using a process 

called automatic double tracking (ADT). This is how it was done. A vocal was recorded onto a master, and 

then a copy of the vocal was created on a second tape. The second vocal would then be mixed back into the 

master from a second tape machine with a variable oscillator (which controls the speed of the playback). ADT 

is applied sparingly in the verses of ‘Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds’ and much more heavily on the bridge 

sections.

Many Beatles songs from this era use this effect. Ask students to listen to other songs from Revolver and Sgt, 

Pepper, and identify where this processing is used. Of course, this effect can now be created more easily 

using preset effects in a digital sequencer.

Instruments

Finally, another listening exercise. Ask students to identify the section or sections in which the guitar doubles 

the vocal track. (Answer: the bridge sections.)

ACTIVITY

Give students a songwriting composition brief as follows:

 � Verses in 3/4 time

 � Choruses in 4/4 time – more up-tempo

 � Vocal line to keep within a narrow range of just five notes, with lots of repeated notes and figures

 � Double the vocal line on a melody instrument in some sections

 � Include some instruments with unusual and distinctive timbres
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‘WITHIN YOU WITHOUT YOU’

Although the Sgt. Pepper album as a whole was widely applauded at the time of its release, the track ‘Within 

You Without You’ received a decidedly mixed reception. Cognoscenti of ‘real’ Indian music dismissed it as 

superficial, and those who thought they were buying a pop album would often find themselves skipping the 

stylus over this song. However, with the passage of time, it is now recognised as having been an important 

precursor in introducing large number of Western listeners to the sounds of India – thus paving the way for later 

fusion and crossover musics from diverse artists such as John McLaughlin, Sheila Chandra and the Imagined 

Village.

This song was conceived in three sections and assembled in an ABA structure, comprising two vocal sections 

on either side of an extended instrumental break.

Perhaps the most interesting musical feature of this piece is the melodic vocal line, based on a raga pattern 

that corresponds closely to the Mixolydian mode:

C D E F G A B flat C

In other words, a major scale with a flattened 7th. However, in this song the melodic lines gravitate towards a 

‘root’ note of E, so it is perhaps better to reorder the scale like this:

E F G A B flat C D E

This transcription of the opening vocal line clearly shows how this scale is employed:

The second verse ends with a dramatic vocal extension, which breaks temporarily with the scale by introducing 

a high E flat:

In the ‘chorus’ section, the melodic line begins by emphasising the 2nd, 4th and 6th degrees of this scale 

(shown in red below), contributing yet further to giving the song its highly original and distinctive sound. The 

singer, George Harrison, is not just ad-libbing aimlessly around the scale here, as evidenced by the fact that 

the vocal line is closely followed and doubled by the dilruba, an Indian stringed instrument, throughout:

The dilruba has been described as a cross between a sitar and a sarangi, or an Indian bowed lute. On this 

recording, the instrument has been varispeeded to make it sound richer and deeper. Students can see and 

hear the instrument in action here.

I have shown changing time signatures in the example above to indicate where the stressed syllables in 

the melodic line appear to be. Of course, Indian musicians would not conceive the rhythms in this way. The 

notation is purely to ease understanding for those of us more used to working with Western music frameworks.

In the central gat section, the dilruba plays up-tempo variations on the vocal melody, engaging in call and 

response-type interchanges with the sitar. Then a string section comprising eight violins and four cellos takes 

over from the dilruba. A gat is a fixed instrumental section within a larger piece of music, and can be played 

https://youtu.be/sDRRrSYieU8
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at a slow or fast tempo, accompanied throughout on tabla. In this case we have a fast instrumental in 5/8 time. 

In the first half of the instrumental, the dilruba plays the tune, with antiphonal responses from the sitar. The 

strings join in playing pizzicato backing during this first section. In the second half the strings lead with the 

melody and the sitar continues with antiphonal responses. The string players seem to have been instructed 

to play their parts with lots of glissando swoops – perhaps as an attempt to merge in more with the prevailing 

the Indian sound. This section ends with a harp-like scale on the harp-like swarmandal, followed by a free 

interchange between sitar and cello. The tabla then starts up again to bring in the second vocal section.

The drone is provided throughout on a tanpura. It is based on the note C, but is actually pitched somewhere 

between C and C sharp, probably as a result of altering the speed of the playback tape.

ACTIVITY 1

This track makes for a great listening activity. Make a checklist of the instruments used on the track and ask 

students to mark the sections in which they play. Use the template below, or provide some sort of time grid, 

spanning the length of the track.

0.00 0.30 1.00 1.30 2.00 2.30 3.00 3.30 etc

vocals

sitar

tabla

tanpura

dilruba

swarmandal

violin

cello

ACTIVITY 2

This song can also be used as a model for solo composition and small-group performance. It is unlikely that a 

typical classroom will have access or expertise in playing some of the instruments described here, but useable 

equivalent sounds can be found on keyboards, synthesisers, sequencers and samplers. Additionally, mobile 

devices such as smartphones and tablets have access to cheap apps that can be used as virtual instruments 

to emulate these sounds.

Set a composition brief as follows:

 � Compose a piece in three sections (ABA) comprising vocal – instrumental – vocal.

 � Use the scale outlined above.

 � The words can be freely composed and need not conform to a specific metrical pattern. They can be notated 

without barlines if necessary.

 � Find a suitable source for a drone sound.

 � Use hand drums, drum machine or a suitable keyboard rhythm setting to provide a steady pulse.

 � Have a sitar-like sound doubling the vocal melody line.

 � The instrumental section should feature call and response-like activity, juxtaposing Indian and Western 

sounds.

 � Aim to perform the piece – so keep the parts manageable!
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LOVELY RITA

Rhythm

One of the strongest features of this song is the rhythmic vitality of its vocal line. And it is this feature, too, that 

can so often be an area of weakness in student compositions. Students are often so concerned with getting 

the pitches of the notes right and making sure that they don’t clash with the underlying chords that a more or 

less unbroken stream of crotchets or quavers is all too often the outcome.

One way of breaking down this conservative attitude to rhythm is to provide rhythmic templates that provide 

models of good rhythm writing. Students can use these templates to create original melodies. The rhythm of 

the ‘Lovely Rita’ tune would make a good choice for this type of activity.

ACTIVITY

Here is the rhythm-only transcription of the opening verse of ‘Lovely Rita’. It comprises three phrases, as 

indicated by the breath marks.

The line is actually even more subtly syncopated than shown, but I have simplified it slightly to make it more 

manageable. The task is as follows:

 � Clap the rhythm slowly at first to make sure that it is properly understood.

 � Once secure, use this rhythm template to compose an original melody in any key and any tempo.

 � Develop this opening section into a longer piece that uses similar rhythmic elements. A good way to do this 

is to clap the given rhythm and then keep on clapping phrases intuitively and writing them down.

 � Alternatively, transcribe the rhythm patterns from the next section of the Beatles song and use these as a 

basis for development.

This process can also be applied to other tunes that use rhythm in interesting ways.

Vocal effects

In addition to the strong vocals in the melody line, the voice is also used in non-verbal ways in ‘Lovely Rita’ to 

add interesting sounds to the piece.

The first is the use of kazoos, where the members of the band produce some interesting vocal swoops – a 

single note at 0:24 and a four-note phrase at 0:49, for example.

The second element is a beatbox-like ‘chukka chukka’ sound behind the main vocals during two of the verses. 

You have to listen carefully for these as they are very quiet.

However, this idea is more developed during the extended ending from 2:10 onwards. Various nonsense 

sounds and syllables are overlaid to build up a fascinating collage of sound more commonly found in avant-

garde works of the time. Does putting them over a conventional drum beat and a piano vamp make them 

sound more acceptable to the average listener – or are they still weird? This could be a good topic for a class 

discussion, especially when compared with a work such as Cathy Berberian’s Stripsody (coincidentally written 

in 1966, at the same time that the Beatles were working on this song – was there something in the air?). A 

version of Cathy Berberian performing Stripsody can be found here, where the performance is overlaid with a 

scrolling graphic score.

https://youtu.be/0dNLAhL46xM
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ACTIVITY

Play the ending of ‘Lovely Rita’ several times while students transcribe the vocal parts as a graphic score, 

similar to the one designed for Stripsody.

‘BEING FOR THE BENEFIT OF MR KITE’

This song is notable for its use of musique concrète, a process used here to create a sonic collage of fairground 

organ sounds.

The story goes that John Lennon had asked producer George Martin for a ‘fairground’ production in which you 

could ‘smell the sawdust’ – to accompany his lyrics derived from an old fairground poster. Martin achieved 

this effect magnificently using a harmonium, harmonicas and tapes of ‘steam organs and calliopes cut 

up and edited into a kaleidoscopic wash’. Of course, reel-to-reel tape recorders are not standard items in 

today’s classrooms, but the musical procedures can be emulated digitally using simple audio editors such as 

Audacity. When I was working in a school preparing for a live performance of this song (see later in this article), 

we produced a fairground sonic collage by downloading freely available fairground organ samples from the 

internet and combining them in a similar way.

Schools wishing to explore working more fully with musique concrète ideas in the classroom are encouraged 

to check out Peter Romhany’s work at Morpeth School in Tower Hamlets. It is available as a case study here.

This idea of sounds merging together from different locations out of doors brings to mind the music of Charles 

Ives, in particular pieces such as Three Places in New England and Central Park in the Dark. Perhaps ‘Being 

for the Benefit of Mr Kite’ might pave the way for broadening horizons?

ACTIVITY

Ask students to think about how they might use recorded sounds to add a further dimension to their work. These 

can be recordings of environmental sounds, found sounds, electronic sounds, special effects, and so on. Make 

the point that these extra sounds should enhance the music in some way by reinforcing the prevailing mood 

or atmosphere of the piece. They are not to be used simply as gratuitous add-ons. Ideally the students should 

make original recordings, or, if this is not practical, download suitable sounds from the various free sample sites.

These sounds can be imported into a computer sequencer or audio editor onto a spare audio track or triggered 

using a sampler in live performance. You can download a free computer sampler from Soundplant , or consider 

using one of the various sampler apps that are available for mobile devices.

Students might want to begin by listening to some examples. There are several on Sgt. Pepper, including:

 � ‘Good Morning Good Morning’: farmyard animals

 � ‘Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band’ and ‘With a Little Help from My Friends’: audience applause, 

clapping and laughing

 � ‘Being for the Benefit of Mr Kite’: steam organs and other effects, discussed above

A good non-Beatles example is ‘Summer in the City’ by the Loving Spoonful, which features car horns and 

revving engines.

In considering adding sounds to their own compositions, students should think about which types of sound 

might be most appropriate:

 � sounds of the sea

 � city sounds

 � sounds of nature, birdsong, etc

 � machine sounds

 � weather sounds

 � or something else?

It’s a simple but effective device that can lift a song that might otherwise have seemed a bit thin or lacking in 

something.

http://www.audacityteam.org
http://www.inspire-music.org/case-studies
http://soundplant.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m648v4s5sFc
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IT WAS 50 YEARS AGO TODAY…

To be working on material from Sgt. Pepper in the year 2017 is a very special time, as the album was conceived 

and recorded exactly 50 years ago. Most of the activities in this resource centre around listening/appraising 

and composing, but why not do something special in this very special year and arrange for a performance of 

some songs from the album?

This is a realistically achievable and highly worthwhile activity – and one that I undertook several years ago in 

two secondary schools in Lancashire. There are two short documentaries that give you ‘fly-on-the-wall’ access 

to the sessions here and here.

The videos give many insights into the process and outcomes, but if any schools are contemplating performing 

some of these songs, I would offer the following advice:

 � It is important that students become thoroughly familiar with the songs before you start rehearsing. Encourage 

them to acquire the album, or provide Youtube/Spotify playlists. Singers can begin by downloading lyrics and 

singing karaoke-style along to the tracks at home. Guitarists and bass players can download the tabs from 

internet sites and get to work.

 � Encourage the musicians to learn to play by ear as much as possible. Give them the scales and a rough 

outline of the parts.

 � Bring in your best choir singers to sing the more challenging vocal parts – don’t rely exclusively on your rock 

singers.

 � Draft in classical musicians for strings, woodwind parts, and so on. You may need to write some parts out for 

these students. Work closely with their instrumental teachers on preparing parts.

 � Use technology to create and distribute resources, and in the music performance itself. The various sound 

effects can be uploaded into a sampler and triggered from there. Download a free version of Soundplant  

for this, or use an app sampler. Some of the more esoteric instruments can be played using a keyboard 

equivalent or a virtual instrument app such as Thumbjam.

Once you’ve made a success of this, you might want to start celebrating other musical anniversaries. And the 

year 2017 marks the anniversaries of several landmark albums:

 � Fleetwood Mac: Rumours (1977)

 � The Smiths: Louder Than Bombs (1987)

 � Radiohead: OK Computer (1997)

 � The Verve: Urban Hymns (1997)

 � Arctic Monkeys: Favourite Worst Nightmare (2007)

THE LYRICS

Understandably, we want to focus on the music of Sgt. Pepper in this resource, but some mention should be 

made of the words to the songs, as they are a particularly important feature. Indeed, this was probably the first 

time that all the lyrics to an album’s songs had been printed on the record cover.

Teachers will also be aware that some students struggle with writing lyrics to songs. This section of the resource 

may help them to write more distinctive, original lyrics.

Even before Sgt. Pepper, songwriting was going way beyond the ‘boy meets girl’ scenarios of earlier pop 

music. Bands such as the Kinks were leading the way with songs concerning the aspirations and frustrations 

of living in post-war Britain, and the dazzling wordplay of writers like Bob Dylan was hugely influential. Both 

these strands of influence were already beginning to show in previous albums by the Beatles, especially 

Rubber Soul and Revolver. However, with Sgt. Pepper, influences went way beyond music, with Lennon and 

McCartney drawing on ideas from contemporary poetry and literature.

https://youtu.be/dOyacKeHlyI
https://youtu.be/KYF4LMfOaLg
http://soundplant.org
http://thumbjam.com
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It is particularly interesting is to consider some of the sources of inspiration for some of these songs, which 

have been well documented:

 � ‘Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds’: the inspiration for many of this song’s lyrics come from a poetic survey of 

some of the elements in a nursery school painting by Lennon’s son Julian. In addition, both Lennon and 

McCartney have cited the literary style of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland as an influence.

 � ‘A Day in the Life’: this mashes two newspaper stories together – an account of a road accident involving 

Guinness heir Tara Browne, and a completely unrelated story about the state of the roads in Blackburn, 

Lancashire. The song also contains a short autobiographical story by McCartney (‘Work up, got out of 

bed…’).

 � ‘She’s Leaving Home’: another newspaper story, but this time a straightforward retelling, with some 

embellishments, of a front-page story from the Daily Mirror about a girl named Melanie Coe.

 � ‘Being for the Benefit of Mr Kite’: this song takes its inspiration from the wealth of written detail provided on 

a 19th-century circus poster, purchased by John Lennon in an antiques shop.

 � ‘Lovely Rita’: the song’s starting point is an autobiographical account of a good-natured altercation between 

Paul McCartney and a female traffic warden named Meta Davies, outside the Abbey Road studios. 

McCartney develops the incident into a romantic fantasy.

ACTIVITY

Students can use any of the above approaches as a means to get going on writing lyrics. Note that in most 

cases the writers took these ideas as starting points and developed them in their own way. Suggest that 

students might want to use some of the strategies outlined below:

 � Contact one of your local primary schools and ask if you can borrow or scan some young children’s drawings 

and paintings. Go for ones that show lots of detail and imagination. Alternatively, work with prints of paintings 

by abstract or surrealist painters such as Kandinsky, Klee, Dalí and others.

 � Use good examples of descriptive writing, by authors such as Lewis Carroll or any others that students may 

be studying in their English lessons.

 � Source circus, fairground or music hall posters. You may be able to tie this in with artefacts from local 

museums, theatres or heritage centres. Alternatively, look at this useful page at the British Library website.

 � Newspaper stories: start making a collection of them as a class resource, from a range of different types of 

newspapers.

http://www.bl.uk/learning/timeline/large106425.html

